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One of the most salient features of police reform in Massachusetts is a newly codified “duty to intervene.” See Chapter 53 of the
Acts of 2020. Under 6E, § 15, officers who witness obviously excessive force must physically intervene and attempt to stop it.
They also must verbally report the incident to their immediate supervisor before the end of their shift. Failing to comply with this
mandate will be a significant source of municipal liability. 555 CMR 6.01.

There is good news, however. Massachusetts and MIIA do not need to reinvent the wheel! A groundbreaking program in the New
Orleans Police Department entitled EPIC helped to transform the police culture in that agency and significantly lowered the
number of claims against officers and supervisors for excessive force.1,2

About the Presenter
Attorney John Sofis Scheft., Esq.

John Sofis Scheft has been providing specialized legal training for over thirty years, with a record
unmatched in Massachusetts. He has collaborated with MIIA to present a variety of programs for police
since 2009 under the direction of Lin Chabra, MIIA’s Director of Training.

Among John’s many topics — police reform and liability; bias-free professional policing; narcotics investigations; domestic violence; traffic stops;
searches with and without warrants; avoiding wrongful conviction through proper interrogation and identification techniques; enhanced court
testimony and report writing; sexual assault investigations; and juvenile law and procedure.

He is the author of several widely used police reference manuals on constitutional procedure, criminal law, juvenile issues, and motor vehicle law.

Aside from legal preparation, John Scheft performs consulting services for police agencies concerning policy and management.

In addition to his work with MIIA, Scheft has taught extensively for the Drug Enforcement Administration (DEA), Massachusetts State Police,
Boston Police, Massachusetts Juvenile Police Officers Association, Municipal Police Training Committee (MPTC), New England Community
Police Partnership, and police academies and departments throughout the Commonwealth.

From 1993 to 1995, Scheft served as Director of the Attorney General’s Elderly Protection Project, which provided multi- disciplinary training to
police officers on community policing issues affecting the elderly. Funded through a national grant, the Project received a 1994 innovation award
from the U.S. Department of Justice.

Prior to serving with the Attorney General, Scheft worked as an Assistant District Attorney in Middlesex County, Massachusetts, where he
became a specialist in child abuse and hard-core juvenile offender cases.

A graduate of Harvard University and Northeastern University School of Law, John Scheft lives with his wife Sof in Arlington, Massachusetts. He
has two adult children (Callie and Perry) and a twelve-pound terrier (Athena). 

Attendance at this training qualifies the MIIA member for .5% FY23 MIIA Rewards credit under the
Law Enforcement Liability category
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